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Introduction
Many di- and triatomic compounds have simple molecular structures under
ambient conditions . We think immediately of gases such as carbon dioxide ,
carbon monoxide , the oxides of sulfur and nitrogen , and other such typical
covalent compounds .
On the other hand , there are probably just as many covalently bonded
materials , also with simple empirical formulas , that are nonmolecular solids
with extended , or “infinite” atomic lattices . The diamond and graphite
structures , both covalently bonded , are good examples . Solids with
predominately ionic bonding , such as common salt , sodium chloride , are
also nonmolecular solids . There are simple compounds like zinc oxide and
sulfide that have a “mixed” sort of bonding , partly ionic , partly covalent ,
with extended lattices . And of course , there are the metals and metalloids ,
having their own characteristic crystal structures .
I was musing ….. why don’t the simple molecular compounds have
extended lattices , too ? Would it be possible to tremendously compress
them into nonmolecular solids , and if so , what structure would they
assume ? Can we rationally predict the correct structure for such a
compound ?
In this brief essay I’ll examine several common molecular compounds and
try to make an “educated guess” as to what they would look like under the
very high-pressure conditions that might convert them into nonmolecular
solids with extended atomic lattices .
Chromium trioxide
Chromium(VI) oxide , CrO3 , is an inorganic “polymer” , in the sense that it
consists of long Cr-O chains with covalent bonding . The compound is a
dark reddish-purple solid , m.p. 195 ºC , dec. 250 ºC , soluble in water and in
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some organic solvents . It is a very powerful oxidizer , reacting vigorously
with many organic compounds .
The chromium(VI) atoms [red] in the chains have a tetrahedral coordination
by neighboring oxygen atoms [green] (ref. 1 , page 13) :

The chromiums probably are using a d3s tetrahedral hybrid MO ; the lower
oxygens in the sketch are likely also tetrahedral (sp3) . A suggested
electronic structure for the chromium in CrO3 is shown in the sketch at the
top of the following page .
The related heavier analogue compound ReO3 is a nonmolecular solid with
an extended atomic lattice having a cubic structure :

In the above M3D crystal model , the small red spheres represent the
rhenium(VI) atoms , which are octahedrally coordinated by the large aqua
spheres , representing the covalent linear (sp) oxygen linking atoms .
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In the above electronic structure sketch , the “xo” orbital lobes would be for
the chain Cr-O bonds ; the “xx” orbital lobes would be for the axial Cr-O
bonds in the CrO3 sketch on the previous page . That is , the two axial Cr-O
bonds would be coordinate covalent , CrJO . Also note in the energy
drawing that in a tetrahedral environment , the 3dxy,xz,yz AOs are of higher
energy than the 3dx2-y2, z2 AOs . They will be combined with the 4s AO to
form the tetrahedral d3s hybrid MO , which will now be at a lower energy
level than the unused , empty x2-y2 and z2 AOs .
**************************
The heavier Group 6B trioxides , MoO3 and WO3 , also have distorted ReO3
crystal structures under ambient conditions . I was wondering ….. if CrO3
was very strongly compressed , would it too assume the ReO3 crystal
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structure ? In this case its electronic structure would be somewhat different ,
and simpler than in the covalent polymer’s case :

The more compact ReO3 crystal structure should be favored at high pressure
rather than the polymeric chain form of CrO3 . The question then arises :
why is the polymeric chain structure the stable form under ambient
conditions ? Perhaps the Cr(VI) atom is too small to fit comfortably into the
ReO3 cubic structure , and doesn’t bond as strongly with the neighboring
oxygen atoms as in the polymeric chain . Here are several representative
crystal ionic radii for small metal cations (per Shannon-Prewitt) :
Chromium(IV) , octahedral : 0.69 Å
Chromium(VI) , octahedral : 0.58 Å
Chromium(VI) , tetrahedral : 0.40 Å
Molybdenum(VI) , octahedral : 0.73 Å
Tungsten(VI) , octahedral : 0.74 Å
Rhenium(VII) , octahedral : 0.67 Å
Aluminum(III) , octahedral : 0.675 Å
These figures suggest that because the Cr-O bond in the chains is shorter
(0.40 Å) than that in the ReO3 cubic structure (0.58 Å) , it is stronger in them
than in the latter form . That might make the chains more
thermodynamically stable than the cubic structure . In any case , the ReO3
form of CrO3 would surely have significantly different physical and
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chemical properties than conventional CrO3 . It should have a very low
solubility in water and be a much less active oxidizing agent than the
polymeric chain form .
Sulfur Trioxide
Sulfur trioxide is most familiar as a fuming , colorless liquid , m.p. 17 ºC ,
b.p. 45 ºC , but it can also exist as a stable solid in two forms , α and β , both
of which have an “asbestos-like” appearance of fine , long , silky , white
fibers , with melting points of 62 ºC and 32 ºC , respectively . The crystal
structure of the β modification is somewhat like that of CrO3 (sketch on
page 3) , except that a regular twisting in the S-O-S bonds results in a helical
chain , like the threads of a screw [Wells , ref. 1 , page 13 ; see his Figure
139(b) , p. 430] . Wells comments ,
“…… SO3 exists in a number of polymorphic forms …… and ….. the
forms differ appreciably in their stability towards moisture” (p. 430) .
It is known that contamination of liquid SO3 – the γ modification – by
moisture can convert it into one of the fibrous forms . Perhaps the sulfuric
acid intermediate is catalyzing the polymerization reaction :
SO3 + H2O

n SO3

H2SO4
(HO–SO2–O)–(SO2–O)n–H .

Once again , I wondered if a high pressure treatment would convert the
liquid or even fibrous form into the nonmolecular ReO3 crystal structure . As
with CrO3 , this would dramatically reduce the high reactivity of the normal
SO3 liquid and fibrous types . I am reminded of the comparison between the
violently reactive SF4 and remarkably inert SF6 gases . The former reagent’s
molecules are “see-saw” shaped , while the sulfur atom in SF6 is
octahedrally bonded by six fluorine atoms , which shield the electrophilic
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sulfur from attacking nucleophiles . A similar shielding effect should be
observed in the hypothetical ReO3 form of SO3 .
Carbon Dioxide
Carbon dioxide can exist in a solid form , “dry ice” , but it is a molecular
solid (ref. 2 , page 13) . I wondered if , under great pressure , dry ice might
be converted into a fibrous polymer like β-SO3 , for example :

The SO3 polymerization mechanism noted above , using sulfuric acid as an
“initiator” to start the chain growth , might have a parallel in the
hypothetical CO2 polymerization . A very small quantity of a strong acid ,
such as trifluoromethanesulfonic acid , CF3–SO3H , could be tried as a
catalyst to help polymerize the dry ice under pressure . The ends of the fiber
chains would require capping by protons , as shown in the sketch , which
might also improve the stability of the chains by preventing them from
spontaneously unzipping to CO2 molecules .
Extending this scenario , would it be possible to polymerize carbon dioxide
to a solid isostructural with silica ? An M3D model of this crystal structure
is shown on the next page . N.B. See reference 4 on page 14 , below .
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In this M3D model of silica , the larger aqua spheres represent silicon(IV) ,
which are tetrahedrally coordinated by covalent oxygen linking atoms (the
smaller red spheres) . The oxygens are shown as being bent , that is , with a
tetrahedral coordination ; in certain modifications of silica the oxygen links
are linear , and in other forms there is a “blend” of Si-O-Si bond angles .
It is noteworthy in this context that the C–(O)4 atomic cluster is well-known
in organic chemistry , being present in the orthocarbonate esters , which are
quite stable compounds :
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Experimentally , a small pellet of dry ice , possibly with liquid nitrogen
cooling , would be strongly compressed in a tetrahedral anvil press .
Conditions used in the high-pressure conversion of graphite to diamond
could be tried in the compression of the dry ice pellet .
The graphite-to-diamond transformation is a good example of the formation
of a metastable solid . Although diamond is thermodynamically less stable
than graphite , the kinetics of its conversion to graphite are infinitely slow at
STP , and so diamonds can exist indefinitely under normal conditions . We
might discover that solid CO2 with an extended atomic lattice is similarly
metastable ; once it is created at extremely high pressures , it might resist
Peierls distortion (page 11) indefinitely and so have a stable existence under
ambient conditions .
Experimentally , liquid hydrogen has been converted into a solid , metallic
allotrope , albeit in tiny quantities that had an ephemeral existence (ref. 3 ,
page 13) . This gives us some small encouragement that the synthesis of
polymeric carbon dioxide may not be a mere daydream , after all .

Carbon monoxide
Again , this is purely hypothetical , but carbon monoxide could conceivably
be polymerized under high pressure , possibly with a catalyst , to a
nonmolecular solid . With purely covalent bonding , carbon requires four
bonds , while oxygen requires two per atom . The way out of this
predicament for CO is to have carbon bond half with itself and the other half
with oxygen . With this requirement in mind , I built up an M3D molecular
model of a possible carbon monoxide polymer (shown on the next page) .
N.B. See page 15 below for an alternative structure of poly(CO) .
As you can see , this would be a sheet-like substance , somewhat like
graphite , with layers built from “sandwiches” of O–C–C–O :
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[Top View of (CO)x]

[Side View of (CO)x]
In each sheet of the polymer , there would be parallel chains of carbon atoms
(black spheres) having a tetrahedral coordination , which are bonded sideby-side by bridging oxygen linking atoms (red spheres) , bonding two-fold
to carbon . Since the oxygens could participate in external bonding with
many solvents and reagents , including hydrogen bonding and coordination ,
the polymer sheets might find many uses in chemical research and
technology . It certainly would be an interesting system to investigate .
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What might prevent several , if not all , of the nonmolecular systems
discussed above from forming , is the phenomenon of Peierls distortion ,
which was first proposed by the British solid state physicist Sir Rudolph E.
Peierls in 1955 with regard to one-dimensional metallic solids . According to
the “Peierls theorem” , such materials should be inherently unstable , and the
metallic bond in them would either disappear , or never would form in the
first place . Since then , and in recent decades , Peierls distortion has been
recognized in two- and three-dimensional solid state systems as a general
phenomenon that may effect the chemical bonds in many different types of
materials , not only in metals .
I mentioned metallic hydrogen above . Let’s imagine a small sample of it
sitting on my desk here ; of course , its existence would be highly transitory ,
to say the least . Poof ! Peierls distortion would cause the metallic bond in
the sample to almost instantaneously disappear , to be replaced by localized
sigma MOs between pairs of hydrogen atoms . The resulting hydrogen
molecules would then fly away in every direction at a great speed .
A similar sort of thing might readily occur in the nonmolecular systems we
looked at above . For example , the silica form of solid CO2 might be created
at very high pressures , possibly with a suitable catalyst present . However ,
like metallic hydrogen , as soon as the pressure on the sample is released ,
Peierls distortion would cause the carbon dioxide molecules rapidly , if not
almost instantaneously , to reform and disperse .
The underlying foundation of Peierls distortion is first , the relative
thermodynamic stabilities of the molecular , as opposed to the nonmolecular
modifications of the compound ; and second , the energetics and kinetics of
the conversion of the nonmolecular to the molecular form . For example ,
graphite is known to be thermodynamically more stable than the diamond
allotrope of carbon . However , the energetics and kinetics of the conversion
of diamond to graphite are too formidable for this transformation to
spontaneously occur under ambient conditions . We are thus quite familiar
with diamonds , both as chemists , and maybe a few of the readers on a
personal basis as well . Diamond is said to be a metastable material .
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It may well be , then , that at least several of the systems discussed in this
report may be metastable materials , like diamond . For example , I think
that poly(carbon monoxide) , (CO)x , may be one such material . The C–C
and C–O bonds in it are quite strong , and they are unstrained . If this
polymer can indeed be synthesized , I think it would be quite stable under
ambient conditions . Mind you , it might decompose to CO at elevated
temperatures , but as I suggested , its room temperature chemistry could be
both varied and productive .
Similarly , I think that the ReO3 forms of CrO3 and SO3 would be metastable
thermodynamically , and physically and chemically stable in ambient
conditions . The carbon dioxide linear chain polymer and silica forms would
be the most dubious nonmolecular candidates proposed in this study , and in
that sense their synthesis would present the greatest challenge to high
pressure chemists .
What about other small molecules such as SO2 , NO , and NO2 ? Could
supercompression convert them into metastable nonmolecular forms ? In
order for this to occur , I believe it would be necessary for them to be able to
assume one of the well known , highly stable crystal structures familiar to
solid state chemists . Unfortunately , a cursory analysis of these molecules
suggests that they have too many valence electrons to be compatible with
such crystal structures . The molecules “dispose” of excess valence electrons
in lone pairs , an option rarely available in three-dimensional frameworks .
That leaves us with the lower dimensional modifications , such as linear
polymers exemplified by –[(S=O)–O–]x , –[(N=O)–O–]x , and the like .
While not completely ruled out , these linear polymer chain forms are likely
to be quite unstable , and might not be accessible under ambient conditions .
I nevertheless hope that this exposition on the potential of high pressure
chemistry for synthesizing exotic new materials from simple , common
molecules will stimulate the imagination and creativity of chemists in this
field of study , and will encourage research and development in it .
(Several references follow on the next page) .
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An Internet search also revealed a theoretical study of poly(carbon
monoxide) , (CO)x (pages 9-10 above) :
G. Frapper et al. , “Can Carbon Monoxide Polymerize ? A
Theoretical Investigation of Polyketone” , Chem. Commun. 1997 ,
pp. 2011-2012 . This article can be downloaded without charge from
the Web at :
http://www.rsc.org/delivery/_ArticleLinking/DisplayArticleForFree.
cfm?doi=a705721k&JournalCode=CC
As with the SO3 (page 6) and linear CO2 (page 7) polymers ,
formation and stabilization of linear CO polymer , as proposed by
Frapper and co-authors , might be assisted by the inclusion of a small
quantity of a strong acid , such as triflic acid (CF3–SO3H) , with the
compressed carbon monoxide :

This latter linear structure might be a viable alternative to the
graphite-sheet structure I described above on page 10 . In any case ,
it is encouraging to see that poly(CO) , in one form or another , may
indeed be a reasonably stable material under ambient conditions .
Clearly , extraordinary transformations of simple molecules into
remarkable new nonmolecular solids , both crystalline and glassy ,
can be accomplished by high-pressure chemistry techniques .

